
Here We Grow Again! 

Neither rain, nor sleet, nor snow, nor budget cuts can keep CGMSC from moving forward with 

initiatives this spring.  Teachers are really branching out to explore new research-based 

strategies, technologies, and ways of thinking.  We celebrate all of them and applaud them for 

their efforts!  Here are just a few examples of 

the great things going on in our building! 

 

Sixth Grade Blue Team, Ms. Katie Hoffman’s 

Language Arts class used a graphic organizer 

and their senses to describe a brownie.  This 

exercise led to a lesson on the organization of 

good paragraphs. 

 

 

Mrs. Yoder’s 7th grade classes created and then played math games to solidify the concept of 

positive and negative integers.  Think these kids got it?   Their faces say it all! 

 

Mr. Bryan Turner’s science class used “hands-on” teaching to illustrate compounds and 

mixtures.  The students took turns showing Mr. Turner that they understood the concepts with 

demonstrations using real-life materials.  Talk about connecting to the real world!!  Awesome! 



 

 The New Teacher Academy meets several times a year to help our newest teachers 

stay current and informed.  Data-driven instruction was the agenda for our Super Bowl 

meeting!  Thanks to Julie Thacker, our school counselor, for coming to assist and to share her 

perspectives on data! 

 

 

A recent ER Wednesday with Mrs. Tracy Poole and Mrs. Debby Burton had the staff up and 

moving to learn new vocabulary strategies.  An aha for all…Did you know that the average 

middle school child needs to be exposed to a new word 40 times before they truly grasp it?   

 

Barb Raymond came from the Education Service Center to show our teachers the in’s and out’s 

of Acuity testing.  She truly has a world of patience!!   



 

Mrs. Blau, as well as all the staff, worked on some ISTEP prep 

strategies.  Hopefully, these will pay off with great results! 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs. Roz VanAlstyne led her Social Studies Department in the aggregation of Acuity Data for the 

corporation.  This information drives the instruction in our building of each state standard.  

Congratulations to Roz and her department for taking on this monumental task!!  Great job!! 

 

 

 

The Math Department, under the leadership of Mrs. Debby Burton, used a recent ER 

Wednesday to discuss the adoption of their new text and research-based problem solving 

strategies.  This group will not rest until they find the BEST method for kids! 

 



 

Our fabulous Special Education 

Department spends countless hours 

discussing individual students so all 

needs are met.  Kudos to these very 

dedicated and caring ladies and Mr. 

Hamilton! 

 

 

 

 Hard work and dedication with initiatives doesn’t stop with the students and teachers.  The 

administration, counselors, assistants, secretaries, custodians, nurse, and cooks are constantly 

looking for new ways to make our school the best it can be!  Even our principal, Mr. Jack Parker, 

has taken the lead on the corporation referendum committee.  With this leadership, no wonder 

CGMSC is not afraid to Grow Again!   

                              Sincerely, 

     Kathy Sagorsky 

     Instructional Coach, CGMSC              March, 2010 


